Summary -In France, natural service bulls of beef breeds are progeny tested using reference sires and planned matings. The 
The sires are considered as unrelated. A selection index has been established and a connectedness index between all the sires is computed (Foulley et al, 1984) to obtain an automatic ranking of all sires exhibiting connectedness indexes above a given level (Foulley et al, 1984 (Foulley et al, , 1990 ).
The increasing use of the best dams and sires of the herd or the breed leads to relationships among these sires. The use of relationships among sires is an alternative method to improve the beef sire evaluation (Henderson, 1975b; Slanger and Lewis, 1986) . It was therefore decided to use these relationships in the evaluation. (Henderson, 1975a) according to the model by:
* model a, model a':
Note that model a supplies BLUP estimates of sire effects, while model i does not. Hence, they are of minimum variance in the class of unbiased linear estimators. Consequently, the value of any quadratic form associated with C a will be less than or equal to the same quadratic form associated with the variance-covariance matrix of prediction errors resulting from another unbiased linear estimator.
In particular, this is true for the estimator provided by solving the mixed model equations corresponding to model i. Thus, L'C a L <_ L'C I L for any vector L.
These matrices being both positive definite, the ratio L'C i L/L'C.L will be > 1.
Evaluation of gain in accuracy of estimates
The variance of prediction error of the breeding value estimate of sire t is:
and the gain in accuracy provided by considering relationships can be computed for sire t by the ratio:
The correlations between this ratio and the 2 criteria related to the relationship coefficients of the sires (r m and r,!) were computed. where n is the number of sires (bulls), '/ '1 is the arithmetic mean of solutions k, and ,y 2 represents the product of solutions k.
Instead of !2; we suggest the geometric mean of solutions k as an indicator of the degree of connection, ie:
noting that y 3 is < y l , the difference between the 2 values reflecting the dispersion of solutions k. The further these indexes are from 1, the larger the mean gain in connectedness resulting from the consideration of sire relationships.
Animals
The data used in this study were 
